
The Basketball Star • Is Bob or Alan a Basketball Star?

Bob's Points per Game ll. Il, 13. 7, 8. 9, 9, a, 10, Il, 14,
8. 15. 10, 10, 10, 15. 7, 8, 10, 9, 12. 
ll. 10. 9. 12. 14. 12. 13. 5. 13. 9. ll. 12, 13. 10, 8. 7 B

Alan's Points per Game 4, 3, 2.5, 6, 6, 6, 8, 8. 10, Il, I7, 8, 10.4, 
12. 12. 5. 6. 8. 9. 10. 15. 10, 12. I

1. Create a dot plot for Bob and Alan.

Bob:

7 9 10 11 12 13 14 13 16

Bob 's Points

Alan:

2 3 4 3 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 13

Alan 's Points

2. Describe the spread (more or less variation) and unusual features (gaps or outliers), if any.

Bob's data has 1<55 variation and Alan's data has variation. For
unusual features, Bob's data has a(an) K and Alan data has a(an)
vu+liev

3. Create histo rams for both Bob and Alan's data.
Interval Bob

3-5

6-8

9-11

12-14 Il
15-17

Alan

3

3
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Algebra 1 Scatter Plots

What is a scatter plot?
•.raph of data in variables on a coordinate plane, where each data pair is

oya point. The t ndeprrrh1J variable (the variable that ISN'T influenced by anything) ison the x-axis

and the varjablc (the one that is affected by the independent variable) plotted on the

Patterns of Data in Scatter Plots

Jfy tends to increase as x increases, then the data have correlation.

Ify tends to decrease as x increases, then the data have correlation.

A correlation coefficient, denoted by r, is a number from -1 to 1 that measures how well a line fits a set of data

pairs (x. y).

• Ifr is near 1:

• If ris near -1: 
• If r is near 0:
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Determine if the following scatter plots have a positive, negative, or no correlation.

Pos . no

Identify the correlation you would expect to see (positive, negative, or none) between the pair of

sets. Explain.
1. The average temperature in a Pi-town and the number of speeding tickets given in PiMJW0

sib 2. The number of people in the audicnce for a Taylor Swift concert and the tic ket gales ve-

3. The temperature in Atlanta and the nutnber of cars sold in Philadelphia

4. Amount of exercise and percent of body fat Neo

Choose the scatter plot that best represents the relationship between the number of mint'teg since a pie

has been taken out of ture of the pie. Explain.

Graph A Graph B Graph C

zoo

(min)

Correlation vs. Causation

When a scatter plot shows a correlation between two variables, even if it's a strong one, there is necessarily a
cause-and-effect relationship.

Example I: Mr. Jones gave a math test to all the students in his school. Ile made the startling discovery that the
taller students did bettkr than the short ones. He states: As ourht'i ht increases, so docs your math ahi/it!,
Type of Correlation? •

! Qarnple 2: The more you eat out, the more money you spend at restaurants. Type of Correlation?
.»usation?

When you are on a diet, the less calories you eat daily vs. thc more wei ht you lose. Causation staternent•.
Therefore, eating less calories makes you lose weight. Correlation? Causation?—ue

}.The more ice cream consumed on a beach vs. the increased number of people who go in the water. Causation
stat ment: Therefore, eating more ice cream on the beach makes peop/ego it/ the waten Type of Correlation?

Causation?yes. ( based Sfra+ernen+)





19) Between which of the followtng vanables would you expect there to be a
A. The outside temperature and the number of layers of clothing a person wears
B. A person's height and weight

C. The amount of time spent studying and a test grade
D. The number of years spent In school and salary

20) The data to the right represents the amount of time of play and the number of
points scored by one player in a recent basketball game. Which statement best
summarizes the relationship?

O
A. The more time they practice, the more they play in the game.
B. The longer he/she plays, the fewer points they score.
C. The player scores less, because he/she is playing longer.
D. As the total points scored goes down, so does the length of play.

minutes played

21) Which is the best description of the distribution?
A. Bimodal
B. Symmetric
C. Skewed Left
D. Skewed Right

15

10

5

22) Which is the best description of the distribution?
A.Bimodal

B.Symmetric

C.Skewed Left
D. Skewed Right

15

10

5

23) Which is the best description of the distribution?
A. Bimodal
B. Symmetric
C. Skewed Left
D. Skewed Right

15

10

5

123456789t
24) What type of correlation does the following have? The age of a person vs. The lastfour digits of their phone

number.

A. Positive Correlation
B. Negative Correlation
C. No Correlation


